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President’s
Report
PRESIDENT Stephen Modra

H

ello again everyone. As I write this it is nearing
the end of April and the calendar year is 1/3 over
already. Didn’t we just get through XMAS, feels like
it anyway.

The weather is starting to get a bit cooler and the
waters have been quieter with fewer of you venturing out.
However, it has still been very busy for us. All crews were
kept on their toes during the Easter break with a lot of you
taking to the water in what is generally the last holiday
with good boating weather. My own crew did about a
dozen jobs on Easter Monday and I know the other crews
were just as busy on the other days. We had crews on nonstop from Good Friday until the end of the holidays on
Tuesday.
This month has also been a bad one for tragedies
on the water. VMR Southport has been involved
extensively in the search for the missing fisherman along
with the Water Police and Coast Guard. Unfortunately, as
I write he has still not been located. We will continue to be
available for the search until no longer required and we all
hope for a positive outcome. A lot of the search has been
conducted in very rough conditions with seas of between
2 and 4 metres. Only our best skippers are certified to
operate in these conditions and it has been a challenge
to man the vessels during the week when a lot of our
members are working.

As I was writing this another tragedy occurred
within view of our base. A competitor in a jet ski race was
tragically killed whilst my own crew was on duty. Our
thoughts go out to the family and friends of the competitor.
Be safe out there everyone. Always carry the
required safety gear in your vessel. It just makes sense,
as well as being a legal requirement. If you go offshore,
ensure you utilise the services of the Seaway Tower and
log on when you exit the Seaway and log off when you
return. This way someone is looking out for you and will
instigate actions if you don’t return when you say you will
(that’s why it is imperative you log off when you return).
Our new website will go live on the 1st June.
Be sure to take a look and avail yourself of some of the
new features. You will be able to pay your membership
renewals or any other account you may receive from us.
Should the mood take you, you can also make donations
directly. Direct access to tides, weather and surf cam will
also be available. If you know anyone who wants to join,
they can do it from the website too.
Till next time.

Steve Modra
PRESIDENT
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VMR Southport Goes Viral

T

he greatly anticipated new look
www.vmrsouthport.com.au
website is here and ready to sail!

PROUD SUPPORTERS OF
VMR SOUTHPORT

support our supporters

With a fresh and professional appearance, the primary
aim was to make the website as user friendly as possible for
members, volunteers and visitors, whilst also generating new
interest amongst the community.
Embracing all that is VMR Southport, the team at
Shared Marketing worked closely with VMR staff to ensure that
the new website was both practical and functional. One of the
most exciting additions to the site was the incorporation of the
BPoint facility from the Commonwealth Bank which allows
VMR members the hassle-free option to pay their fees online.
The website will also have direct links to the VMR Southport’s
official Facebook and newly created Twitter Page.*
Craig Malloy of Shared Marketing welcomed the project of relaunching the VMR Southport division online. 		
“For a business or organisation to affectively participate
online the three main elements you need to get started in building your online presence is; a professional Website, a Facebook
Page and a Twitter Page. These three must tie in together for the
‘brand’ to become recognised which is what we have done for
the VMR.”
Being a member of the VMR himself, Craig was able
to fully appreciate the need to push the web-based component of
the VMR to the next level. “The main objectives for the VMR
are recruiting volunteers, signing up new memberships and fundraising. These are all Public Relations based so it’s imperative to
keep up with online and social networking to get the message out
there.”
So next time you’re online have a tour of the new website and help spread the word!
Vsheet - June 2012
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Search and Rescue on the Gold Coast
		

is the responsibility of the

				Gold Coast Water Police
S/Sgt Lucas Young,OIC
Gold Coast Water Police

T

he last few months have seen several large scale Search and Rescue (SAR)
operations within South East Police region.

As well as a few high profile search and rescues in the mountain ranges behind the Gold Coast,
the Water Police have also co-ordinated numerous marine searches as well.
Our primary role is to commence searches as soon as possible and recover the missing person/
vessel in the shortest possible time frame. However, recent events have shown that although search
planning and execution have commenced in a relatively short period of time; these searches can go on
for many days.
Gold Coast Water Police officers, as ASARMCS, are lucky to have dedicated volunteers in
marine rescue units that we can call upon to assist. All marine based searches have included assistance
from volunteer marine search rescue units from across the region and beyond.
Recently, we co-ordinated the search for a missing male off shore and also in the coastal areas
of the Spit and South Stradbroke Island. The MP’s boat had capsized and sunk over 2 nm off Main
Beach. His passenger swam for 4 hours to raise the alarm. This search ran for over 7 days and resources were called from all SRU’s to assist as well as SES personnel. The photograph below was taken on
day 4 at our Gold Coast Water Police base. The crews were attending a briefing when I took this photo.
I counted 10 SRU’s rafted up and was later informed that 2 more arrived after the photo was taken. I
believe this is an excellent example of your level of assistance in the marine side of SAR. For that I
thank you all on behalf of the ASARMCS at Gold Coast Water Police.
With the cool change of Autumn and Winter upon us, SAR duties tend to lessen as well.
Hopefully our SAR services won’t be required any time soon but I ask that you remain vigilant and
maintain the excellent response you’ve all provided over the year.
Stay safe and I’ll see you out there.
		
S/Sgt Lucas Young, OIC Gold Coast Water Police
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Search and Rescue

for

Missing Fisherman

“Scooter” Scott Gregory

T

hese are the phone calls any radio operator doesn’t like taking.

I believe it was around 0300 on Tuesday morning 17th April when the Water Police called the Base urgently
requesting one of our boats for a search offshore for a missing
fisherman. After the radio operator received all the information
required, Steve our Search and Rescue Co-ordinator got woken
up and started to call around for a crew to head into the Base.
We were informed that there was a 4 metre vessel overturned and sunk somewhere in the vicinity off the Q1 about 2 to
3 nautical miles offshore. A female that was on board swam to
shore to raise the alarm leaving the male person missing.
The search started and was concentrated around the last
known position “LKP”, searching for the missing fisherman and
his vessel. Unfortunately day 1 of the search came up empty,
along with more days to come.
With the Water Police base holding the Control Centre,
they were very busy controlling the search, giving directions for
search co-ordinates for the vessels searching offshore.
Vessels involved in the search were: Water Police vessel D.A.
Shean, VMR Southport vessels Marine Rescue 1, 2 and 3, VMR

Currumbin Rescue 1, VMR Jacobs Well 1, VMR Raby Bay with
RB 2 and Energex Medivac and Coast Guard Southport on Coast
Guard 1. Along with rescue helicopters Life Saver Five (Westpac
Lifesaving), Careflight and PolAir (police chopper).
With the days that VMR Southport assisted with the
search, we put in 23.5hrs in MR1, 34.9hrs in MR2 and 17.9hrs on
MR3 using just under 2500 litres of fuel. These figures are from
just our organisation. It was a great effort by all the squadrons,
helicopter personnel and Water Police for the time spent in coordinating and searching for a fellow boatie.
Over the 6 or more days of searching, the conditions offshore were rather good. Winds were very kind to everyone with a
nice gentle 2 to 3 metre ground swell running. I’m not sure about
other squadrons, but I do believe out of all the volunteers from
VMR Southport that participated, only one suffered sea sickness,
but we won’t mention any names Jason Horn.
It is always nice to find closure for the families involved, but unfortunately we couldn’t. All members from VMR
Southport wish the family our deepest condolences.

MROCP
EXAMINATION
RESULTS
Recent examinations have
resulted in a number of
new Members obtaining their
Marine Radio Operator’s
Certificate of Proficiency

Congratulations to:
BATE, Edward
DATE, Michael
FITZPATRICK, Matt
FORD, Bevin
GRAYDON-TAYLOR, Paul
HOWARD, Russell
LOCK, Vince
MALE, Alan
PIERRON, Andrew
SCOTT, Rex

Next course starts

5th July, 2012
Full details are available
from the Base

55 911 300

ACTIVE
MEMBER
PROMOTIONS

SOME STATS
JAN FEB MAR
2012 2012 2012
Towed Vessels
62 37
30
Jump Starts
16
4
6
Pump Outs
1
1
Groundings
8
2
4
Transporting
1
Fire
1
Medical
4
1
3
Searches
1
Dispersal of Ashes
3
1
2
Public Relations
9
3
Crew Training
73 53
78
TOTALS 177 100 127
ACTIVATIONS

Active Members
who have achieved
higher ranking
COXSWAIN		
Dale Brink (Yellow)
CREW 		
Helen Stanfield (White)
John Funtulis (White)
			
RECRUIT 		
Matt Fitzpatrick (White)
Alan Male (Green)
Gordon Simmons (White)
Trevor Spriggs (Green)
RADIO OPERATOR
Andrea Curtis
Russell Howard
Elisabeth Lenahan
			

Congratulations
Vsheet - June 2012
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Who’s who
on crew
			
				
			

Name: Roy Patterson
Joined: 2004
Rank: Senior Crew
External Occupation:

Retired (oh, yeah???)
Roy Patterson
As a 22 year old Kiwi cabinetmaker, Roy Patterson arrived in
Australia on St Patrick’s Day 1963 to play a season or two of
A-Grade Rugby Union, only giving up his playing and coaching in
1981. He ceased his cabinetmaking occupation in 1970 when he
joined Caltex Refinery at Kurnell, from where he retired in 1995.
A bit of a rev-head, he was a volunteer timekeeper at Bathurst,
Oran Park and Amaroo Park for both bike and car races, which
is where he met his partner of over30 years, Bev. Roy became
an Australian citizen in 1990 and Runaway Bay became home in
2001. He returns to Auckland annually to visit his much loved
and now 93 year old mother. As a point of interest, Mum and
Roy may not have always communicated too well as Roy always
believed he had a middle name, just that no-one ever used it. That
was until he applied for his AUSTRALIAN passport, when it was
pointed out his birth certificate, now well over 50 years old (!),
only showed “Roy Patterson”!!
Becoming an Active Crew Member of VMR Southport
in 2004, Roy has used his past recreational boating experience to
great advantage, first with White Crew and now as a member of
Red Crew serving 24 hour duty every third weekend in addition
to attending Tuesday training nights. Roy is lawn-mowing
king supremo of not only home, but the VMR Base, where he
also takes a turn as a Radio Operator on Monday mornings to
chat with Jim Harris for a few hours. As a regular raffle ticket
seller each Wednesday at The Grand Hotel for a number of years,
Roy has now become Controller of this band of fundraisers with
the recent retirement of Tom Little. Further assisting VMR
Southport’s fundraising ventures, Roy ensures collection boxes
are operational and collected and also ensures Actives all have
enough of essentials, like tea, coffee and sugar and the cleaning
supplies.
Possibly of more importance to VMR Associate
Members, Roy is a regular and much called upon Stand-By Crew
member which involves multiple trips from home to the Base
during the week, day and night, responding to calls for assistance
on the waters of the Gold Coast. Roy has also served several terms
on the Management Committee as Communications Controller,
responsible for ensuring all VMR Southport communications
equipment, phones, radios, GPS, radar, etc, are maintained in top
operating order.
Since joining VMR Southport Roy has been an avid,
involved and enthusiastic supporter of all things VMR. He is a
quiet, positive, enthusiastic volunteer, responsibly partaking in
all areas of the Organisation, encouraging and supporting new
members and working amiably in all areas of operation.
VMR Southport is privileged to have a member such as
Roy Patterson and many of the boating community have arrived
home safely due to his willingness to respond to their time of need
at sea and on the Gold Coast waterways.
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Name: Merv Handley
Joined: 8 June 1998
Rank: Offshore Skipper

External Occupation:
Retired (but no-one told him)

Merv Handley

Merv transferred as a Store Manager for Waltons from hometown
Goulbourn in 1983. Settling on the Gold Coast, he then became
owner of a successful mower and chainsaw business. Having
owned a boat since his early 20’s, Merv determined to use his sea
knowledge to the benefit of VMR Southport and joined Yellow
Crew in 1998. Rising through the ranks to an Offshore Skipper,
Merv is now Duty Skipper of Yellow Crew, which requires 24 hour
duty from 1800 Saturday to 1800 Sunday every third weekend.
For the last few years, Merv has also served as alternative week
Mid-week Search and Rescue Controller, rotating on 24 hour call
outs from 1800 Sunday to 1800 Friday, which is a phenomenal
responsibility and commitment of personal time and resources. In
addition, Merv, as with every Active Member of VMR Southport,
is required to participate in training evenings and various
fundraising efforts throughout the year.
Using his previous management background, Merv
nominated for the duty as the licensee of the SAND BAR at VMR
Southport’s Elkes Family Rescue Base. As Mine Host, he exudes
a gracious and attentive manner to all his “patrons” and takes
delight in mixing and serving a variety of marvellous concoctions.
Not of his own doing, but one of the best kept secrets of VMR
Southport is the annual Christmas Party. Those who have not
made the effort to attend this function have a culinary gap in their
lives. State of Origin evenings have become a fixture in many a
calendar of recent years, with the Big Screen up, Leechie’s LeanTo suitably demarcated with the Blue and Maroon and a finger
supper not to be missed. (Despite recent years’ results, we of the
Blue Brigade stand proud with Merv!!)
Hockey was Merv’s sport and he spent many years as an
Australian Hockey Umpire, which involved travelling near and
far, perhaps where he gained his love of caravanning. A recent
‘vanning holiday around Tasmania has resulted in bookings
confirmed for a September flight to the west, motor-homing
around parts of Western Oz and returning via the Indian Pacific.
A very keen fisherman and golfer, he shares his love of snooker
with his wife of over 45 years, Betty. Betty’s support of Merv’s
involvement with VMR Southport has resulted in many layers of
paint throughout the Base and especially the constant repainting
of the flagpole! Merv is proud father of two sons and adores
his grandson and granddaughter, who have joined the Handley
Volunteer Brigade and can be seen at times helping in restocking
and cleaning duties around the SAND BAR.
Not the nosiest of persons around the Base, but with
his self-composure and his knowledge that he is never wrong
(!), Merv exudes a friendliness that reflects in many finding the
comfort of standing chatting at his Bar.
With little concern for his own comfort, time commitment
or the financial cost involved, Merv is consistently enthusiastic,
reliable and responsible in all he undertakes and his stability and
confidence in his seamanship knowledge and abilities have been
welcomed by many a boatie when he has pulled alongside a vessel
needing assistance somewhere on the Gold Coast waterways.

Boating safety improvements

changes ahead

M

aritime Safety Queensland introduced changes
to improve boating safety from 1 January 2012.

Maritime Safety
Queensland

Safety equipment improvements include:
•
Extending the list of designated coastal bars requiring everyone on board to wear a personal flotation device when in an open
boat under 4.8 metres in length. This applies to recreational, commercial and fishing ships.
Current designated
coastal bars

Currumbin Bar
Tallebudgera Bar
Jumpinpin Bar
South Passage Bar

Caloundra Bar
Maroochy Bar
Noosa Bar
Wide Bay Bar

To improve marine safety and reduce injuries from collisions
involving personal watercraft (PWC) the following changes will
be made:
•

•
•
•

PWC driver to maintain a distance of 30 metres from 		
other moving boats when travelling at more than 10 		
knots unless the PWC is involved in an official aquatic
event.
PWC licence holder to wear the kill switch safety lan		
yard when the PWC is being driven by a learner driver.
A learner PWC driver can not carry passengers other 		
than the supervising PWC licence holder.
Additional safety equipment requirements for PWCs 		
similar to that required for other recreational boats.
Refer Maritime Safety Queensland website at www.		
msq.qld.gov.au for full details.

Other changes include:
•
Introducing enhanced night and electronic navigation
training in the existing BoatSafe course.
•
The owner of a recreational boat must verify that a 		
person who is to be the master of the boat holds an ap		
propriate licence to operate that boat.
•
Recognition of particular types of international boating
licences (a list to be published on the Maritime Safety
Queensland website).
•
The Australian Maritime Safety Authority issued
registration sticker for an Emergency Position Indicat
ing Radio Beacon (EPIRB) must be affixed to the 		
EPIRB.

•
•

Additional designated
coastal bars

Gold Coast Seaway
Mooloolah River mouth
Round Hill Creek

A recreational boat registered in another state or terri
tory that is on an interstate voyage does not require 		
Queensland registration while in Queensland waters.
New stowage requirements for safety equipment to en
able immediate access in the event of an emergency.

From January 2013, if you are a new boat licence applicant wanting to operate a boat 12 metres or over, you will need to obtain
an advanced marine driver licence endorsement. Requirements to
obtain an advanced licence will be:
•
holding a recreational marine driver licence or equiva		
lent from another Australian state or territory for at least
one year
•
minimum age of 18 years
•
the completion under the supervision of an advanced 		
recreational marine licence holder or equiva			
lent of a range or boating tasks required in an advanced
BoatSafe workbook
•
the completion of an advanced BoatSafe training course
focussing on specific knowledge required to operate 		
larger recreational boats.
Holders of a recreational marine driver licence issued prior to 1
January 2013 and those with a master’s certificate for a commercial or fishing ship will be able to operate recreational vessels of
any size without further requirements.
Find more information on the Maritime Safety Queensland
website at www.msq.qld.gov.au or by contacting the Gold Coast
regional office on 5539 7300.

Vsheet - June 2012
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THE BOAT WORKS Gold Coast

Advertising in the Vsheet is as easy as calling
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							or the Advertising Manager

							 0415 104 263

Marine Safety begins with you
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Why should I make a trip plan?
T

rip plans are probably one of the most
neglected parts of recreational boating.

A trip plan, or a float plan in some countries, is really
just a set of details that you leave with someone so that they
can give you meaningful support when things go wrong. It is
your lifeline when you go out in a boat, and it needs to include
everything that your land based supporter needs to know to get
you home safely.
So what should it include?
The first thing is your estimated time of return. This
is the time when your support needs to start worrying. But you
need to stick to it. There is no point in having an ETR if you are
always late. If you find that you will be back later than expected,
then you must make contact and extend the ETR.
Probably next in importance is where you are going.
Where should VMR, Water Police etc start looking. Just to give
you an idea of how important it is, consider this. A couple of
years back I spent a day out in Marine Rescue 3 searching for a
kayaker. He was overdue from the previous evening, and four
rescue boats, one police boat and 2 police jetskis spent 10 hours
searching everywhere from Southport Bridge to Tipplers Passage
and west as far as the Freeway. If he had left a trip plan we may
have looked up at Jumpinpin, which was where he was finally
found. None of us expected him to have travelled that far.
A thorough description of the boat is a good idea. When
they come looking for you, what exactly should they be looking
for.
The number of people on board should be there, but I like to go
a little further. I like to list the names of those going, with their
mobile phone numbers and their family phone numbers. The
mobile numbers give so many more ways of contacting the boat.
Family numbers help keep the families informed if things go
wrong.
Your boat name and registration number are a good
idea. So are your radio call sign and the frequencies that you
routinely use. It helps when they try to contact you by radio
obviously.
As I usually launch from a boat ramp, I like to add
the boat ramp to my plan. I also include the car and trailer
registrations. If the car and trailer are at the boat ramp, then I am
almost certainly still on the water.

Peter Holliday

The last thing I include is the actions needed if we are
late returning. Typically mine reads “If over due by more than an
hour, please contact, in order, Me - by mobile, Any other crew
member - by mobile, VMR Southport (55911300) (they have
radios) and if still no response, ring 000”
As I said, your trip plan is your lifeline. If something
goes wrong, you need someone on land who has your details and
knows what to do with them.
I have a typed A4 sheet that covers all the essential
information that doesn’t change. I leave headings and spaces
for the things that do change. I laminated it and added a magnet
to the back, so that I can stick it to the fridge. When I leave in
the morning I fill in the missing details and stick it to the fridge.
When people get up they see it and know I’ve gone boating.
They also know everything they need to know to help me get
back safely.
If everyone is going, I do exactly the same thing, but I
also call a reliable friend, tell them we are going, when we will
return, and where to find the plan. Everyone who backs me up
has had a brief training session.
A trip plan is so easy to set up, but it can make such a
difference when things go wrong. Personally, I hope it is never
needed, but it is there if it is.
Vsheet - June 2012
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Tom and his meat tray
with The Grand Hotel
at Labrador.
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T

here are many people who have contributed to
making fund raising at The Grand Hotel a success. I
acknowledge Sam Shnukal for his 9 odd years of support
and his continuing bi-weekly attendance. Other loyal
attendees include Roy Patterson, Tony Hillier, Michael
George, Peter Cartwright, an odd Crew Member or two
and our newest recruits, Andrea Curtis and Gordon

My enjoyable 10 year adventure
at The Grand Hotel
by Tom Little

Our very first raffle was on a Sunday with all prize’s
donated through the generosity of the Management of The
Grand Hotel. What a day this turned out to be. Scott Gregory
(Scooter), with the majority of Green Crew and support of Tony
Miller arranged for a VMR vessel, being the hall mark of VMR’s
activities, to be on a trailer for public display on the front lawns
and gardens of The Grand Hotel, which then had a spacious front
road frontage. There was also a promotion by a liquor company
in progress with several scantly dressed young ladies, certainly
making Green Crew’s day, most of them taking the opportunity
to climb on board to be photographed with one or two of these
beautiful young ladies! Mid afternoon I recall walking past John
McIntyre, comfortably stationed at a small desk located by the
Hotels front door entrance, furiously writing out raffle tickets.
“Tom,” John called, “could you take some of this money away
for me, my cash tin is over-flowing.” Calling Tony Miller to
give me a hand to carry the money into The Grand Hotel office
for counting you can imagine our shock and surprise when we
counted $2,300.00 in tickets sales receipts. We were completely
blown away - sales totally beyond all expectations. This was our
first day of Raffle Activities at The Grand Hotel.
We commenced our meat tray raffles the following
Wednesday afternoon, being the only afternoon available, and
I am still amazed and count our good fortune for the amount of
money earned through raffles at The Grand Hotel. Early days with
the total support of Green Crew we were selling 6 meat trays an
afternoon with very little effort as The Grand Hotel was normally,
as the saying goes, packed to the gunnels with patrons. Scoota
to this day still holds the title ‘Best Ever Sales Feat’. He was out
selling tickets one afternoon and come across to me saying, “A
bloke over here wants to buy the full sheet of tickets, how much
do you think I should ask him for?” As I had just bought my
lucky Ticket No 10, with tongue in cheek I responded saying, “Try
him for $80.00, Scooter”; which this guy happily agreed to pay.
Walking over to him I said, “Here mate is my No 10 ticket, we will
wrap up your meat tray for you.” He replied, “No mate, I want the
wheel to be spun”. We spun the wheel to appease our buyer, and he
then yells out, “Bugger me days, Tom your ticket No 10 has come
up!” I said, “Don’t worry I have donated No 10 ticket to you.” To
our amazement this Guy, then donated his meat tray back to us to
re-raffle, returning a net profit of $140.00. This chap continued to
be present at The Grand Hotel for several weeks thereafter, buying
$40.00 worth of raffle tickets at a time. He still remains a mystery
to us. Who was he, and where has he gone?
Thinking of ways we could increase receipts in our
fundraising activities, we decided to start Special Event Raffles
such as at Christmas, Easter, Mothers Day, and of course, the
Mundine Fight nights being televised on The Grand Hotel pay
TV bought Patrons in, as it continues to do on State of Origin
game nights. The Grand Hotel generously donates $100.00 Bottle
Gift Shop Gift Vouchers on these occasions returning a $200.00
net profit into the coffers of VMR. Whilst our Christmas Raffle
turned out to be very popular and profitable, it was decided we
should extend it to an Australia Day Raffle, giving us a longer
period of time to sell raffle tickets. We extend our thanks to the
Management of Carrara Markets, Southport Park and Runaway
Bay Shopping Centres for their support towards community and
volunteer organizations such as VMR. With VMR Crews support
out on the water selling tickets, and Radio Operators covering the

Tom hands ov
e

r the job to Ro

y Patterson

Shopping Centres, this project has been a real winner.
Scooter has his name firmly on the board as our top Hotel
Salesman, but Glenn Norris can claim title as a Star Performer
with his Australia Day Raffle ticket sales. Glenn’s personal sales
outstrip any of us poor mortals. Apart from what he sells out there
on the water, he fronts up after a day’s work for the late night
Shopping Centre shifts, selling heaps more Australia Day Raffle
tickets. He sure is a hard act to follow. There is also another Super
Star Sales Man, Senior Radio Officer, Adrian Wagemaker, who
for some years has achieved outstanding sales results. Wish they
would pass on their Secret Sales Success to the rest of us.
So after ten years’ it is with some regret, that I tendered
my decision to apply for Retired Active Membership to take effect,
1st March, 2012. However, it is my intention to be available when
ever called upon!
	  The Companies that support VMR raffles are a very
generous lot. Apart from previously mentioned Shopping Centres,
Coomera Houseboat Hire and Bob Clayton, owner of Fishin’ Fun
Charters have contributed to our prizes every year. Likewise
Sea World Management has kindly donated a Sea World Family
Pass annually. Numerous stores have given us good deals on the
purchase of our prizes and this year Just Watches at Robina Town
Shopping Centre, donated an appreciated prize of a Ladies and a
Gents wrist watch. Without the support of Patrons such as these,
our net results would not have been possible.
My thanks also go to our Associate Members who
respond to our marketing via the Vsheet, and the very generous
General Public who this year donated an amazing $889.05 directly
into the VMR Southport donation boxes.
Finally, to the Management of The Grand Hotel, thank
you most sincerely for your support of VMR Southport and I wish
the VMR team at The Grand Hotel all the success in the world as
they start their 11th year of raffle activities in support of Volunteer
Marine Rescue Southport’s safety watch on the beautiful waters of
the Gold Coast.
Vsheet - June 2012
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Handy Health Tips

marine cuts and grazes

M

any of us at some time in our lives have had the
misfortune of cutting ourselves on oyster shells, or
grazing a jetty pylon encrusted with barnacles, or in fact
slipping on wet rocks and opening skin to the elements.
Glenn Norris

First Aid on the beach
Any one of these events where skin has been damaged
has a real potential to expose our bodies to infection. In fact,
the number of patients who present to medical services with
symptoms of marine source infection is sufficiently larger than
we ever commonly hear about.
In worse case scenarios, infection can be so severe that
limb amputation is the only cure. Generally though, thorough
cleaning of the wound and antibiotics will promote successful
recovery.

12
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Grandma always used to say that if you cut yourself,
bathe the wound in saltwater because it has great effect on
cleaning a wound. Doctors have also long used saltwater in
wound management. However, recent events published in the
media have highlighted that doing this does not always have
successful outcomes, with people claiming to have been infected
by flesh-eating bacterial infections from wound exposure to
saltwater.
It appears there is no simple answer as to whether
saltwater is beneficial, and doctors say the evidence is not clear
because different situations are very different based on a number
of different factors. Saltwater in the ocean is not sterile due to the
state of the water which you may be swimming in. Factors such
as rainfall or storm water runoff and tropical waters are known to
encourage bacterial growth due to the warmth of the water.
Underlying medical conditions also contribute greatly
to a persons’ ability to battle infection. People with low or
compromised immune systems are far more likely to attract
environmentally borne infections, which would not normally
affect a healthy person.
In essence, people will never stop cutting themselves;
people will never stop swimming; people will never always
remember that open body wounds and saltwater can be dangerous
and people will never really know the consequences until after
the event.
The best advice that one can give is that if you are
unfortunate enough to have an incident involving a marine cut,
graze or breaking of the skin, consult a healthcare professional
and let them decide the best course of treatment.

		Skippers Day
O

nce again all the skippers in the organi“Scooter” Scott Gregory
sation come together for crew known
as Skippers Crew. This year is a first for the
Skipper’s Crew being on Anzac Day; in the
Most of the crew were up at sparrow fart to show
past it has always been on Australia Day
respect
to
the diggers for what they did for our country to
holiday.

With 25 skippers in our Squadron, 12 of us turned
up for crew. With Steve Pomas pulling out at the last minute
due to a dentist visit on the Tuesday, Big Al was nominated
as the Duty Skipper for the day and he did a great job.
After pulling everything out of all 3 boats at the
start of the crew and inspecting it all, all the equipment was
placed back in the correct place and items that required attention were fixed or replaced.
After dinner, Al tasked Marine Rescue 1 and 2
offshore for some GPS, radar and seaway crossing training.
I was skippering MR 1 with Pete Barker tasked to MR 2.
The idea of skippers crew is that the Senior Skippers and
Duty/Offshore Skippers spend time training and mentoring
up-and-coming skippers. It is always valuable getting training from skippers that aren’t on your crew, learning new
methods and techniques.

be were it is now. We piled onto MR 1 and headed for the
pier at Broadwater Parklands to attend the dawn service,
looking very official all dressed in our blue uniform. Along
with Sam Schunkal laying a wreath in respect for the Diggers from VMR Southport.
The rest of the day was spent in training with myself and Pete taking MR 2 up to the Jumpin Pin bar training
Jason and Kate for their coxswain. Spending a good 1.5
hours operating in and out of the Pin, we decided to head
back to the Seaway on the outside, trying to find the new
artificial reefs the government has kindly placed for the
keen fisho.
With only two late jobs for the crew, it was time
to start fueling and washing the boats and thinking about
finishing up. Thank you to the skippers that attended as well
as Kelly Jones and Dave Thomas who came in to help in
the radio room for the day.
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Notable Jobs
Glenn Norris

D

uring the extremely busy Easter period a frantic man rang VMR stating his jetski
had broken down and he and his passenger were rapidly drifting toward the rocks
on the North Wall of the Seaway. Unbeknown to the caller, a VMR vessel in the area
saw the unfolding drama and quickly responded to the incident, attaching a rope to
the stricken jetski and towing it to safety. All whilst the man was still on the phone to
VMR! Sometimes you can be on the spot when urgently required. (Sometimes you
just can’t help but be in the right place at the right time!)
			

*********************************

V

MR Southport crews responded to sinking jetski recently to find the craft resting
upside down and full of water. The very embarrassed rider claimed to be just
riding along and for no reason the ski filled up with water. More embarrassed was
the owner when he disclosed that this was the maiden voyage on his recent E-Bay
purchase. Let the Buyer beware!!
			

**********************************

T

he daylight hours of the Easter period produced almost non-stop jobs over the
recent holidays. At one time a yacht being towed from the Coomera River to
Southport had to be untied and anchored twice and then re-attached twice due to
urgent calls being received from Queensland Ambulance Service for transport of
Paramedics to incidents on South Stradbroke Island. The yacht skipper was very cooperative and fully understood the priority of assistance VMR undertakes.
			

**********************************

T

he generosity of some boaties really emphasises the importance and respect they
have in VMR. A man requested assistance for an electrical problem on this vessel
recently, asking VMR to tow his large cruiser from approximately 500m south of
Runaway Bay to Runaway Bay Marina. A VMR Membership and $500 donation
came our way in appreciation of the service. A great job.
			

*********************************

S

ometimes people sound so innocent when they call VMR. A caller recently
requested assistance after their runabout “lost its engine near Crab Island”. Upon
arrival the VMR crew located the distressed boatie. Assuming “lost its engine”, and
not being informed otherwise from the initial call, meant “my engine broke down”
the crew confirmed definitely, a lost engine – somewhere in the Main Channel, now
resting peacefully on the bottom! Apparently it just fell off the back of the boat.
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T

Angler Antics part 9

hree months have passed since our last edition and we
are now in May. We have had Easter which I have to
say was probably the best weather I have seen for an Easter
in a long while. We have done a few trips during this time
with some days being diamonds and others stones.
The most memorial one was a trip to the Pin on a
Sunday morning. There was myself, Tammy and Scoot in his
boat and Nathan and our mate Glenn in ours. Well from the first
cast we were successful with Flatty’s climbing all over us; we
were fishing 6 to 8 foot drop-offs, drifting along the bank flicking
on to it and then bouncing the lure over the ledge in to the deeper
water. We had great fun with hits and hook-ups on every cast.
However, like all good areas once you have peppered it, they go
cold so it was time to move.
We headed to the Bay just north of Millionaires row.
There have been some good fish taken in there in the preceding
2 weeks so we got in and again, with a variety of lures such as
hardbodies, poppers and soft plastics we again were casting at
will, success was not high but we got a few. The beauty of having
an electric motor is an advantage to be able to move from banks
to banks. We proceeded to a deeper area and I said to Tammy to
cast into an area and just wind back twitching the Z Mann every
so often, this worked and on her first cast her lure was smashed
and she was into a large fish. Tammy fought it brilliantly and we
netted a beautiful 69cm Flatty, her personal best. The smile on
my daughters face was amazing.
We fished a few more areas for the rest of the day
with limited success. Our tally for the day was 28 with the
variety being Flathead, Bream, Whiting, a Zebra fish and a few
Stingrays.
This time of the year it is Bream season in the
Broadwater with also some big Jewies and Trevally in the
Seaway. Offshore Wahoo and Snapper are on the chew with also
some Marlin being caught out wide.

The Andos
Bruce, Nathan and Tammy Andersen

The VMR Base is now becoming a weigh-in station for
some of the major Bream comps being held in our location. The
first one was the Easter Bream classic held on Good Friday. 47
boats competed in the tournament on a beautiful day however the
Bream were hard to secure with only 16 teams getting a bag of 5
and the biggest Bream going 0.87.
For full details if you are interested go to
www.goldcoastsportfishingclub.com.au for a full wrap.
Our next big Tournament is on the 24th June at VMR
Base so if you are interested in seeing some wicked fishing boats
and some quality catches the weigh in commences at 2pm.
We are finally doing a camping trip to hole in the wall
within the month of May and very much looking forward to some
R & R over there so will give you a full rundown on this trip in
our next edition.
As I have spoken about on a regular basis the Annual
Gold Coast Flathead Classic is on from the 3rd to the 6th of
October . This event is becoming a huge tournament and is well
attended each year. This year we have had so much interest from
anglers wishing to participate that we have had to put a sealing of
200 teams.
Again for those of you fishos who want to get some
information on the Classic go to the website I stated and click on
Flatty classic.
Well till next edition I hope you enjoy the piscatorial
paradise we have here during this time.
Cheers
The Andos
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PERSONAL WATERCRAFT

COMMUNITY AND JET SKI CLUBS

There is so much more to jet skiing
than just having fun

S

o you bought a Seadoo PWC? What are you
going to do now? A lot of people see jet skis
screaming up and down the water and think that
noise and speed is all there is to jet skiing. In
fact, PWC riding has a lot more to offer and it
is a growing professional sport as well as a huge
recreational pastime for many Queenslanders.
In Queensland alone there are over 600 000
recreational marine license holders which include
a large number of PWC license holders.
There are a now a number of jet ski clubs and jet sport
associations for enthusiasts to join in order to meet like minded
people, share useful information, go out on social jet ski rides
as well as well as find out relevant maritime safety regulations.
There is a great jet ski riding community to be a part of and to
make the most of the jet ski sport in a safe and fun manner!
Australian Jet Sports Boating Association (AJSBA) is
a national association which helps unify the jet ski community
and helps promote safe and professional events to benefit the jet
sporting community.
Queensland Personal Watercraft Club (QPWC) is one
of those clubs that has emerged along with the growing jet
ski community that share the love of our beautiful waterways.
QPWC is a major player and organises social rides as well as
racing events throughout the year.

On their website www.qpwc.org.au there is general
information about the club and its members and news and events
are posted regularly. The recent recreational boating safety
improvements are all up to date and listed for jet skiers to read.
Local watercraft dealer JSW Powerports is the major sponsor for
the club which helps support the jet ski racing community and
helps to organise races and events in SE Queensland.
Another hub for personal watercraft riders to be part of
is PWC Fun, another jet ski club which has a website
http://pwcfun.com.au as well as a Facebook site with a wealth
of information. Plenty of fun social events are organised through
this club, both shorter daytrips on the Broadwater or longer trips
to Tangalooma on Moreton Island and more. Fundraising events
are also organised which jet ski riders can be part of to give back
to the local community. An Everyday Hero Milton is currently
organising a fund raising jet ski ride for the Gold Coast Hospital
Foundation to aid their Neurology unit by doing a jet ski drive
from Bondi NSW up to the Gold Coast. Other riders can join in
as well and there are a number of free training clinics leading
up to the event in order to get riders more confident and to gain
experience and a certain level of fitness for the jet ski ride. For
more information look up the website or you can donate directly
to the fund raising event on www.everydayhero.com.au and look
up the hero ‘Milton rides back!’.
As mentioned PWC racing is also an emerging
professional sport with many different events and races for
various classes. Upcoming races and events are also listed on the
pwcfun.com.au website and there are several in the near future
for both professional and amateur racers to join. Queensland
titles were held at Atkinsons Dam this with lots of different
classes.
Then Surf Slam which is a freestyle event is on 9-10
June at Mudjimba beach on the Sunshine Coast. Another event
coming up is the Enduro event at Somerset Dam on 17 June.
These events are mostly run by volunteers and are well supported
by the racers and families as well as jet ski associations. It is a
fantastic sport to get involved in and a whole lot of fun to be a
spectator at as well.
For more information look up the above mentioned
web sites or contact your local pwc dealer JSW Powersports on
(07)55 292 616 to get you out on the water on your own personal
watercraft.
Vsheet - June 2012
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See your best photo in the Vsheet
Send us your best shots and they can appear in the Vsheet. Images are to be
related to boating, the Broadwater, fishing or anything revelant to our waterways
and our use of them.
Photo labels: Please label them using your name (ie Andy Smith 01.jpg) and
include brief details about the image.
Image size: Make sure your images are approx. 12x8 cm @ 300ppi and are high
quality jpegs for magazine use.
			Send to: johnstnfld99@gmail.com
			

Closing date for the next Vsheet issue is 1st August, 2012.
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Scooter at the helm of his new boat

Yacht being secured to SNOO (VMR swing mooring)

MR1 tows a damaged jet ski
VMR pontoon looks lonely without its new walkway
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